1. The person with the 7.0 megapixel camera is Miranda.

2. The person with the 6.0 megapixel camera didn't meet the marquess and didn't watch TNT.

3. Of Rachel and the person who met the princess, one watched CNN and the other has the 7.0 megapixel camera.

4. Rachel has a camera with fewer megapixels than the person who met the princess.

5. The person who met the earl watched TNT.

6. The person with the 3.2 megapixel camera didn't meet the marquess.

7. Either the person who met the earl or the person who met the marquess is Vincent.

8. The person who watched CNN has a camera with more megapixels than the person who watched PBS.

9. The person who watched CNN is Rachel.

10. The person who watched TNT is not Tristen.